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peoples, and no better choice could have been made
A royalist, a Catholic, and a countryman, he was
naturally sympathetic towards native life and thought,
and was to find himself far more at home in the suks of
Fez or the Jama el F'na at Marrakesh than in the
Champs Elysees and the Place de F Opera
Landing at Casablanca, where he collected—the
word expresses exactly what happened—Colonel Gour-
aud, whose fame in Morocco was to be only second to
his own, and Monsieur Tranchant de Lunel, whose
work as Director of Fine Arts has preserved so many
exquisite buildings for the enjoyment of posterity, he
set out for Fez As he neared his destination the perils
of the situation became obvious, and when greeted by
Monsieur Regnault at Fez on the 24th May, he found
the city invested on all sides Fighting soon became
heavy; the tribes drove back the Foreign Legion from
the heights near the Mermid tombs; it seemed as
though all was lost
In actual fact the retirement of the Foreign Legion
saved the city It enabled the field-guns to open on
the advancing tribesmen with deadly effect, their dis-
comfiture being completed by a flanking movement
carried out by the troops from the camp at Dar
Debibagh
At once Lyautey, a diplomat as well as a soldier, set
about restoring the confidence which had been so
badly shaken He consulted the notables of Fez, the
ulemas and the shorfas, adjusted their grievances and
was not above acting on their advice The Fasis were
as anxious as he was that the situation should now be
cleared up, for although intriguing, dissatisfied, and
mischievous, they had no desire to see their shops—and
they were mostly merchants—looted by the tribes

